Despite their relatively puny arms, Tyrannosaurus rex
had the jaw-dropping power of a 40-foot-long, 5-ton
body. And their spiky teeth were sharp, efficient, and
deadly. Roaming what is today the western U.S. and
southwestern Canada in search of food, the meat-eating
T. rex ruled some 68 to 66 million years ago during the
late Cretaceous Period. But it wasn't until 1902 that the
holotype-the scientific name-bearing specimen and
the one to which all others must be compared-was
unearthed at Hell Creek, Montana. At the turn of the
century, the competition among museums to discover
and display dinosaur fossils was fierce. Young fossil
hunter Barnum Brown was hired by New York's American
Museum of Natural History to lead its charge, and he did
not disappoint. Over three years, he unearthed what was
at the time a whole new species of dinosaur. But it didn't
take long before Brown moved on to bigger and better
findings. His 1908 excavation of a more complete T. rex
skeleton prompted the museum to move the holotype into
storage, and in 1941, with a dwindling research budget, the
American Museum sold the T. rex holotype to Carnegie
Museum of Natural History. The price? $7,000 ($130,000
in today's currency) for what is by definition the first fossil
of the world's most famous dinosaur.

HEARTBEAT DRUM

First there's the lub, then there's the
dub: the sounds of the heart at
work. Although the heart-its
four chambers, valves, and
vessels-is essentially the
same in all mammals, its
drumbeat pace is much
more variable. Basically, the
larger the creature, the slower
the heart rate. Elephants: 30
beats per minute. Pygmy shrews:
1,300. Humans rest somewhere in
the middle at 60 to 100. At Carnegie
Science Center, you can hear the
difference for yourself. As part of
its interactive BodyWorks exhibition,
which highlights the marvelous machine
that is the human body, you can place
your hands on a set of metal handprints and
discover the answer to the question, "How
fast is my heartbeat?"

PORTRAIT OF JULIA WARHOLA

There is an intimacy in Andy Warhol's portraits of his mother, Julia Warhola,
that distinguishes them from his other works. Julia was a constant in Andy's life,
overseeing his religious upbringing in the Byzantine Catholic faith and taking care
of his many medical needs as a child. An artist herself, Julia quickly recognized and
nurtured her youngest son's talent, making sure he went to college to study art.
Following his graduation, she soon joined him in New York City where the two not
only became roommates-an arrangement that lasted nearly two decades-but also
artistic collaborators. Julia's decorative handwriting was a factor in Warhol's early
commercial success. Still, there's more to the portraits than history. Completed
just two years after her death in 1972, the paintings show the artist's mother in full
"Bubba" mode, complete with apron and granny glasses. The color palette is muted,
in sharp contrast to Warhol's famous electric celebrity portraits. And, perhaps most
striking of all, Warhol made embellishments using his fingers, which are visible
around his mother's head and shoulders, a rare hands-on approach for the artist.
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